Synthesis of electrochemically-reduced graphene oxide film with controllable size and thickness and its use in supercapacitor
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A B S T R A C T

An electrochemical synthesis method of reducing graphene oxide (GO) under constant potential is reported. Electrochemical technique offers control over reaction parameters such as the applied voltage, electrical current and reduction time; whereas the desired size and thickness of the film can be pre-determined by controlling the amount of precursor GO deposited on the electrode with defined shape and surface area. This synthesis technique produces high quality electrochemically reduced GO (ERGO) film with controllable size and thickness. Electrochemical symmetrical supercapacitors based on ERGO films achieved a specific capacitance of 128 F/g with an energy density of 17.8 Wh/kg operating within a potential window of 1.0 V in 1.0 M NaNO₃. The supercapacitor was shown to be stable, retaining ca. 86% of the original specific capacitance after 3500 charge-discharge cycles. The results indicate that this simple synthesis technique for providing graphene-like materials has great potential in various applications such as energy storage.

1. Introduction

The prospect of constructing electronic devices with superconducting, optically clear, mechanically strong and flexible graphene sheets has stimulated researchers to develop different ways to produce graphene or modified graphene materials [1]. Generally, mechanical exfoliation by sonication, thermal exfoliation, epitaxial growth on metal or silicon carbide have been used to produce high quality graphene [2–5]. Chemically synthesized graphene is normally obtained from graphite oxide prepared via Hummers’s method, followed by reducing the ultrasonomically exfoliated graphene oxide (GO) with hydrazine [6,7]. An alternative method reported involved reacting with sodium metal and ethanol, followed by thermal exfoliation of the intermediate [8]. Electrochemically, a high voltage of 15 V was used to break down graphite rods into graphene. However, this high potential led to uncontrollable oxidation and structural defects in the resulting graphene sheets [9]. A scanning potential electrochemical method was also employed to reduce GO on a cystamine monolayer modified gold electrode in aqueous electrolyte using a potential window between 0 and 1 V (vs. SCE) [10]. The difficulty of these methods to produce high quality graphene films for fabricating into technologically viable devices has diverted the attention to chemical vapor deposition or vacuum filtration methods which large graphene sheets or films with controllable thickness could potentially be obtained [11,12].
Supercapacitors are electrochemical capacitors that have unusually high energy density, typically about two or three orders of magnitude higher than a high capacity electrolytic capacitor. Supercapacitors offer 10–100 times higher power density than batteries, although their energy densities are perhaps 1/10th of that of a conventional battery.

Carbon materials have been studied extensively as electrode materials for supercapacitors. Activated carbon prepared by heating the mixture of petroleum coke and KOH catalyst in a microwave oven exhibited a specific capacitance of 361 F/g in 6 M KOH [13]. Porous carbon obtained from chemical vapor deposition of ethylene and acetone on zeolite Y templates showed a high capacitance of 146 F/g with tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate salt solution in acetonitrile as electrolyte [14]. Bicontinuous ordered mesoporous carbons, fabricated from a KIT-6 template using aminosilane as catalyst and furfuryl alcohol as carbon source, exhibited a specific capacitance of 130 F/g [15]. Micro/mesoporous carbon electrodes derived from MoC gave a specific capacitance of 143 F/g with 1 M (CH}_{3}CH(N\text{H})_{3}CH_{2}NBF_{6} in acetonitrile as electrolyte [16].

Owing to its high specific surface area, graphene has been studied as energy storage material. Stoller et al. fabricated a symmetric supercapacitor based on chemically reduced GO to give a specific capacitance of 135 F/g in KOH and 99 F/g in organic electrolytes using a potential window of 1 V [17]. Wang et al. reported a symmetric supercapacitor based on similar material that gave specific capacitance of 205 F/g and a power density of 10 kW kg^{-1} in KOH with similar potential window [18]. Vivekchand and co-workers built a capacitor from a thermal exfoliated GO electrodes to obtain capacitance of 117 F/g in H_3SO_4 and 75 F/g in PF_6 for 2 h at 1.0 V vs. RHE at 50 mV/s in NaSO_4 to obtain a material with a specific capacitance of 163 F/g using a potential window of 0.9 V [20]. Chen and co-workers electrochemically reduced GO by cyclic voltammetry using a window between 1.0 and 1.0 V vs. RHE at 50 mV/s in NaSO_4 to obtain a material with a specific capacitance of 163 F/g using a potential window of 0.9 V [20]. Chen and co-workers reduced GO by NaBH_4, and then produced thin film of the chemically reduced GO by vacuum filtration [21]. The capacitance obtained from charge–discharge analysis is 135 F/g for a film of approximately 25 nm in 2 M KCl electrolyte.

In this paper, a simple, reproducible method to produce graphene films from direct electrochemical reduction of GO is described. This method allows the thickness and size of the graphene film to be pre-determined by the thickness and size of the precursor GO film deposited onto a gold coated polyethylene terephthalate (Au-PET) electrode. The electrochemical reduced graphene oxide (ERGO) produced by this method was demonstrated to be an excellent material for energy storage.

2. Experimental

2.1. Preparation of GO

Graphene oxide (GO) was prepared from graphite flakes (GF) (Aldrich, Product No. 332461) based on Hummers method followed by exfoliation using sonication (details see S1, Supplementary material) [6].

2.2. Preparation of Au-PET substrate and Fabrication of GO film on Au-PET substrate

Gold coated polyethylene terephthalate sheet (Au-PET) was prepared as the electrode substrate for GO film fabrication. The PET was sputter coated with gold using a Polaron SC7640 sputter coater for 10 min (voltage: 2 kV; plasma current: 25 mA) at a fixed rate of 10 nm min^{-1}. Therefore the final thickness of the gold film deposited on the PET substrate was ca. 100 nm.

GO thin film was prepared as following: 10 mL of GO suspension (20 lg/mL) in Millipore water was casted on one end of the gold electrode to cover an area of 4 · 5 mm. The GO film was formed after drying in an oven at 70 °C for 2 h, with an estimated thickness of around 10 nm, assuming that the density of GO was close to unity. Hence, the thickness of the GO film produced was controlled by the concentration and volume of the GO suspension used to cover electrode of fixed surface area.

2.3. Electrochemical reduction of GO

Electrochemical reduction of solid GO film was performed at A 1.1 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) in 0.5 M NaNO_3 for 4.5 h by using a CHI 630 electrochemical analyzer system. A platinum disk electrode and a Ag/AgCl electrode were used as the counter and reference electrode, respectively. Electrochemical reduction of GO in suspension was carried out at A 1.7 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) with constant mechanical stirring. A gold disk was used as working electrode (D = 2 mm), with a platinum wire and a Ag/AgCl electrode as counter and reference electrodes, respectively.

To investigate the weight loss from GO after electrochemical reduction, the Au-PET substrate was dried in oven under dynamic vacuum at 70 °C for 24 h and then measured by analytical balance. 10 mL aliquots of 2.05 mg/mL GO solutions were used to prepare GO films (4.1 mg) on Au-PET substrate. After reduction, the ERGO film was dried in oven under dynamic vacuum at 70 °C for 24 h and then measured by analytical balance. Only 2.9 mg ERGO was obtained after electrochemical reduction, indicating 29.3% weight loss after reduction due to the removal of oxygen from the film.

2.4. Chemical reduction of GO

For comparison, GO in aqueous suspension and as solid film were also reduced chemically using hydrazine according to Stankovich’s method (details see S2, Supplementary material) [7].

2.5. Materials characterizations

The UV–vis spectra were recorded with a Perkin Elmer Spectrum 900 spectrometer. GO, ERGO, CRGO, and GF were dispersed in Milli-Q water for measurement. The FT-IR spectra were obtained using a Perkin Elmer Spectrum GX FT-IR system with pure KBr as the background. GO, ERGO, CRGO, and GF were dried under dynamic vacuum and then ground with KBr for measurement. Raman spectra were recorded using a Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRAM under a 100-
objective lens and a 632-nm laser. The as-prepared solid GO, ERGO, and CERGO films on Au-PET were dried in an oven at 70 °C for 2 h before use. GF were dispersed in Millipore water and then drop-coated on silicon wafer substrates, followed by drying in an oven at 70 °C for 2 h before use. AFM images of GO were taken on silicon wafer substrate; ERGO film was prepared on ITO glass substrate for imaging with Nanoscope I AFM instrument from Digital Instruments. The X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) measurements were obtained on the Thermo Electron Multilab 2000. All samples were dried in vacuum before XPS investigation.

For conductivity measurements, the electrode substrate was modified so that a ca. 50 lm insulating gap was created in the middle, along the length of the Au-PET electrode before deposition of the GO film. Hence, the electrical resistance of the coated membrane bridging the two conductive sides could be measured conveniently using a HP 34401A Multimeter before and after reduction.

Electrochemical activities were investigated by cyclic voltammetry in 0.1 M KCl solution from A1.1 to 0.9 V at a scan rate of 50 mV/s, using a platinum disk and an Ag/AgCl electrode as counter and reference electrode, respectively.

2.6. Investigation of electrochemical capacitive properties of the electrochemical symmetric supercapacitor based on ERGO films

The symmetric supercapacitor was fabricated using two similar ERGO films on Au-PET substrates as anode and cathode with a PVDF filter paper (pore size = 0.2 lm, thickness = 0.17 mm) as the separating membrane. Capacitive properties of the supercapacitor were studied by cyclic voltammetry and constant current charging-discharging experiments in 1.0 M NaNO₃.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Synthesis and characterization

3.1.1. Electrochemical reduction of GO

Aqueous GO suspensions were obtained from chemical oxidation of graphite followed by exfoliation in water (see Section 2 and Supplementary material for details). The inset of Fig. 1 presents a simplified reaction scheme that illustrates the conversion of GO into electrochemically reduced graphene oxide (ERGO). Electrochemical reduction of GO in suspension is limited by the mass transport process. Premature precipitation of partially reduced GO from electrode surface may occur to give product of mixed properties. These disadvantages can be reverted by immobilizing GO onto the electrode surface as a solid film; hence, the reaction kinetics and uniformity of the product is expected to be greatly improved. Critically, this allows the size and thickness of the ERGO film to be pre-defined by the size of the electrode substrate employed and the thickness of the pre-coated GO film. GO forms well dispersed suspensions or solutions due to the presence of hydrophilic acid and carbonyl groups. Hence, many existing self-assembly methods such as vacuum filtration [22], layer-by-layer deposition [23], and interface

Fig. 1. (A) The reaction scheme of electrochemical reduction of GO (graphene oxide) to graphene. (B) A i t curve obtained from electrochemical reduction of GO film (weight = 0.2 lg) at A1.1 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) in 0.5 M NaNO₃ solution.

self-assembly [24,25], etc., can be used to fabricate the uniform precursor GO film. In this work we employed simple solution casting method to deposit GO suspensions of known concentration onto electrode of defined surface area. Therefore it is possible to control the size and thickness of the resulting ERGO film which has properties resembling pristine graphene.

GO films were prepared by casting dilute GO suspension onto gold coated polyethylene terephthalate (Au-PET) electrodes for subsequent electrochemical and chemical reductions. Fig. 1 is the real time electrochemical reduction profile obtained using a constant voltage of A1.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl. The reduction current increased almost linearly during the first hour before gradually leveling off, indicating the film was becoming more and more conductive during the reduction process until near-equilibrium (reaction completion) was reached. Other workers have also reported electrochemically reduced GO [20,26,27]. Shao et al. [20] employed up to 1500 electrochemical redox cycles to produce graphene film from solid GO film. The high number of repetitive reduction and oxidation reactions imposed onto the GO film is expected to produce graphene with more defects within its structure. This can be seen from the of XPS data below. Therefore our product would be essentially different in nature (both chemical and hence physical) from those reported. Physically, our ERGO film was very stable on the substrate and survived many subsequent experiments without peeling off.

The fabrication procedure we had adopted was responsible for the stability of the ERGO film. It is easy to perceive that the self-assembly of the first GO mono-layer on the gold electrode would promote the adhesion of the GO film on the gold surface. The amorphous but polar GO sheets in aqueous suspension deposited on the gold electrode surface naturally lied flat on the gold surface due to their broad and planar configuration. This allowed large area of contact and formed strong electrostatic interactions with the gold surface. On evaporation, more GO sheets stacked onto the first GO layer and were held together by strong inter sheet electrostatic attraction. Hence, a GO film with strong adhesion on the gold electrode
was formed. It was impossible to re-disperse a completely dry GO film formed on the gold electrode with ultrasonic bath without destroying (peeling off) the whole gold electrode. In situ electrochemical reduction of the solid GO film restructured the film by removing the oxygenated groups within individual GO sheets. The removal of functional groups at the ERGO and gold interface helped to increase surface contact, hence, further increasing the electrostatic attraction force between the gold and the graphitic film. The removal of the functional groups and the restoration of SP2 carbon also resulted in more compact and stronger film; consequently, a very stable ERGO film was formed.

The weight loss of GO after electrochemical reduction due to removal of oxygen from the film was investigated using gravimetric method and was determined to be ca. 29.3%. This weight loss formed the basis of all subsequent calculations in this work.

3.1.2. Characterization by X-ray photoelectron spectra

XPS of GO, ERGO, and chemically reduced graphene oxide (CRGO) were investigated. Fig. 2A shows the C1s spectra for GO, CRGO, and ERGO. GO gave a typical broad oxygenated carbon XPS spectrum at BE = 286–289 eV with a small carbon peak at BE = 283–285 eV. Chemically reduced GO shows increased carbon peak with small shoulder representing oxygenated carbon, indicating that incomplete reduction. Electrochemically reduced GO produced by constant potential method gave clean XPS spectrum resembling graphite (not shown); indicating that a complete reduction has been achieved.

Detailed information of the change in chemistry (oxygen containing groups) after reduction obtained from the fitted results of C1s XPS spectra is shown in Table 1. The precursor GO contains 56.44% of oxygenated carbon including 4.46% COOR centered around 289.1 eV, 26.36% C@O centered around 287.8 eV, and 25.62% CAO centered around 286.5 eV [7,20,28]. After reduction, a total of only 4% of oxygenated carbon remained in ERGO; whereas 32% oxygenated carbon had remained in CRGO. Also observed from Table 1 was the effectiveness of sp2 carbon restoration after GO reduction. There are $49\% $ sp2 CAC appeared in the XPS spectrum of ERGO and $28\% $ sp2 CAC in that of CRGO. The XPS spectrum of ERGO does not show any nitrogen N1s line centered at $400 $ eV. However, a small peak was seen in the spectrum of CRGO, probably due to residue hydrazine. Clearly, constant potential electrochemical reduction is more effective than chemical reduction in producing high quality graphene.

Shao et al. [20] have reduced GO film with Nafton as binder using cyclic voltammetry scanning between $-1$ and 1 V for 1500 cycles. The resulting graphene (ER-G) showed an obvious high oxygenated carbon peak (BE = 286.0–289.0 eV) in C1s spectrum. The oxygenated carbon content was $20\%$; the results are quite similar to those observed from the CRGO reported in this work. These data suggest that constant potential electrochemical technique is superior to cyclic voltammetric method for GO reduction. The full-scale XPS spectra of GO, ERGO, and CRGO are shown in Fig. 2b. Very clean spectrum for ERGO and CRGO were obtained, indicating that the graphene obtained is pure and free from other elements except some peaks from the gold substrate. In contrast, the

XPS spectra for ER-G showed the presence of high level of binder (signals of the elements F, Na, and S from the Nafton binder) in addition to carbon and oxygen [20].

The data presented above indicate that pure, high quality and stable graphene film can be produced using the proposed constant potential reduction method without using binder. It is believed that applying constant voltage allows slow reduction of the GO film over a long period of time until completion without the interruption from the re-oxidation of the film during the positive scans that cyclic voltammetry introduces. This has resulted in more complete reduction to produce better quality graphene film which strongly adheres to the substrate without the need for using a binder. This proposed
method for fabrication of graphene film has clear advantages over the existing graphene film fabrication techniques in that stable, pure graphene can be prepared in one step. In applications such as energy storage in supercapacitor, relatively thick films are required; without the use of the proposed method, substantial amount of binding material would need to be used, and subsequently, providing impure material with less ideal properties.

3.1.3. Characterization by UV–vis spectroscopy

UV–vis spectra of the as-prepared GO, ERGO and chemically reduced graphene oxide (CRGO) and graphite flakes (GF) suspensions are shown in Fig. S1A. The GO precursor showed a strong absorption band at ca. 230 nm, corresponding to the π→π* transition of aromatic CAC bonds, and a weaker broad shoulder covering ca. 300–400 nm due to the C=O carbonyl n→π* transition, which gives its characteristic yellow color. After reduction, the peak intensity at 230 nm for both ERGO and CRGO were greatly reduced and the broad absorption band at 300 nm disappeared, indicating the C=O groups were effectively reduced [29,30].

3.1.4. Characterization by FT-IR spectroscopy

The FT-IR data for the GO, ERGO, CRGO, and GF are shown in Fig. S1B. Typical absorption bands observed for GO were: a C=O carbonyl stretching at 1737 cm⁻¹, a CAO stretching at around 1101 cm⁻¹, and a broad band at around 1588 cm⁻¹, which was probably due to vibrations arising from adsorbed water molecules overlapping with skeletal vibrations of unoxidized graphitic domains [31]. Other absorption bands included skeletal stretching at 1438 cm⁻¹ and aromatic CAH bending at 588 and 729 cm⁻¹. After electrochemical reduction, the carbonyl band of the ERGO disappeared almost completely, accompanied by an increase in the CAO stretching at 1101 cm⁻¹, this clearly indicating that the GO carbonyl groups had been reduced to hydroxyl groups. The disappearance of the CAH bands was also significant and might be used as an indication for the conversion of sp² hybridization into sp³ hybridization. Chemically reduced GO produced similar IR spectrum, but with a much stronger CAO band, suggesting a higher hydroxyl group density remained in the structure after reduction.

3.1.5. Characterization by Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectra (Fig. S2) show the usual D and G peaks for GO around 1331 and 1580 cm⁻¹. The D peak intensity increased with respect to the G peak for both ERGO and CRGO, indicating that the reduction processes resulted in a higher degree of structural disorder. Using the width of 2D peaks, the number of layers in the ERGO film was estimated to be around 5, with the CRGO film slightly thicker at around 7–8 layers (Table S1) [32,33]. According to Graf et al., single layer and double layer graphene has a 2D peak width of 30 and 860 cm⁻¹ respectively, whereas peak width of 100 cm⁻¹ would be expected for up to six layers. It is quite clear from the data presented in the table that the precursor GO films contained double layers. Stacking occurred during the reduction processes that resulted in ERGO with higher number of layers. The intensity of the G/D ratio was also used to indicate the number of layers [29]. Typically, a ratio of <0.8, indicates that the number of layer is <6. The data obtained for the ERGO sample is 0.64 (Table S1), suggesting that the graphene obtained from our procedures was only a few layers thick. An SEM image of ERGO film on Au-PET is also shown in Fig. S3.

3.1.6. Characterization by AFM

Fig. 3A is an AFM image of the ERGO film prepared on ITO substrate. The surface roughness and film thickness can be obtained from the height profiles shown in Fig. 3B to be approximately ±5 nm and 15 nm, respectively. The film thickness observed clearly indicates that the film was composed of overlaying multi-layer ERGO sheets. The number of overlaying ERGO sheet can be estimated from the thickness of precursor GO sheet. Fig. 4 shows an AFM image of a single GO sheet of around 1.2 nm thick. This is in-line with the predicted effective single sheet thickness for GO of around 1.4 nm, due to the H-bonded water molecules and its intrinsic structural defect [3,7]. Therefore, the ERGO film is estimated to consist of approximately 10 layers of individual ERGO sheets.

3.1.7. Electrical resistance measurements

It is expected that the conductance of the GO film will be drastically improved after the reduction reactions due to the formation of new electronic conducting pathways via elimination of the carbonyl functional groups and the recovery of sp² hybridization. This hypothesis was clearly demonstrated by the fact that the insulating GO membrane became highly conductive after the reduction. In general, chemical reduction method produced graphene film (CRGO) 55 times more resistive than ERGO, giving an average resistance (n = 3) of 293 Ω/square for CRGO and 65.7 Ω/square for ERGO, respectively measured across a 50 Ω gap (Table 2). This discrepancy might be due to better film structure from electrochemical reduction method which eliminated the need to transport reducing agent through the film during the chemical reduction process.

3.1.8. Electrochemical activities

The cyclic voltammograms of GO, ERGO and CRGO in 0.1 M KCl solution are shown in Fig. 5. A distinctive redox couple was observed for the GO with peaks at 0.509 and 0.105 V (vs.
Table 2 – Measured resistance from GO, ERGO and, CRGO films.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Films</th>
<th>Measured resistance (Ω/square)</th>
<th>Average (Ω/square)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R1</td>
<td>R2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERGO</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRGO</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ag/AgCl (Fig. 5c). These peaks most likely to be arisen from aromatic quinone–hydroquinone type transformations. After reduction, this redox couple disappeared completely both in CRGO and ERGO (Fig. 5a and b), indicating that these electro-active (aromatic ketone) groups were converted into non-electroactive species, probably hydroxyl groups. These data compliment the UV–vis and IR data presented above, which showed the disappearance of carbonyl groups after reduction, associated with an increase in the number of hydroxyl groups in the graphitic structure. The more negative redox couple at À0.148 V and À0.304 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) in GO (Fig. 5c) remained but shifted slightly to more negative potentials after reduction (Fig. 5b and c). These peaks could be due to the hydroxide formation on the gold substrate.

The capacitive properties of ERGO film was investigated by chronopotentiotmetry (CP) in 1.0 M NaNO₃. Presented in Fig. 6 is a plot that shows rapid charging and discharging behavior.
3.2. Performance of ERGO based symmetric supercapacitor

A symmetric supercapacitor was constructed using two ERGO films separated by a PVDF filter paper. The CV obtained from this electrochemical supercapacitor in 1.0 M NaNO₃ at a scan rate of 50 mV/s (Fig. 7A) shows a rough rectangular shape, which is characteristic of capacitive behavior. Fig. 7B shows the charging-discharging curves measured in potential window of 1.0 V with a current density of 212.16 A/g. The specific capacitances (C) and energy (E) and power densities (P) of the supercapacitor were estimated from Eq. (1)–(3), respectively [34]:

\[ C \% = \frac{i \Delta t}{DE \Delta m} \]
\[ E = \frac{0.5}{4} \frac{C \% \cdot DE}{DE} \]
\[ P = \frac{i}{\Delta t} \]

where \( i \) and \( \Delta t \) are the discharging current density and time, \( DE \) and \( m \) are the discharging potential window and mass of active materials (ERGO) on both electrodes, respectively. The specific capacitance observed for the supercapacitor was 128 F/g which is close to those of graphene and other carbon materials reported in the literature [13–21]. The corresponding energy and power density are 17.8 Wh/kg and 106.08 kW/kg, respectively.

The ERGO based symmetric supercapacitor displayed excellent stability in potential window of 1.0 V. Fig. 8 illustrates the change in specific capacitance of the symmetric of ERGO cycling between 0.0 and 0.9 V (vs. Ag/AgCl), under a range of applied current density from 84.86 to 212.16 A/g (Di = 14.15 A/g).
supercapacitor recorded during 3500 continuous cycles. An initial ca. 14% drop in capacitance after 500 cycles was observed, after that it maintained a very stable capacitance value at ca. 110 F/g. No obvious lost of activity was observed after the prolong experiment and the device could be reused afterward. This suggests that no film damage or peeling off of the ERGO films from the substrate occurred during the experiment although no binder was used in fabricating the graphene films. The exceptional stability of the proposed supercapacitor was attributed to the specific way the ERGO film was fabricated and the way the supercapacitor assembly was constructed.

Our results have shown that the performance of this proposed supercapacitor is comparable to those recently reported from chemically reduced GO [13–16]. The ERGO based supercapacitor performs well in neutral aqueous salt solutions, providing a highly efficient and environment friendly energy storage system.

4. Conclusions

An electrochemical synthesis method has been developed to prepare reduced graphene oxide (RGO) films with characteristics resembling graphene. This simple and versatile technique allows the size and thickness of the desired RGO film to be pre-defined by controlling these parameters when preparing the precursor graphene oxide film. The chemical structure of the ERGO has been characterized and contains alcoholic hydroxyl groups with few carbonyl groups in the graphitic structure. The symmetric supercapacitor fabricated from ERGO films has been demonstrated to be very efficient in energy storage and has excellent stability when operated in neutral NaNO₃ electrolyte.
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